Mobilaris Tunneling Intelligence™

Mobilaris Tunneling Intelligence™ is the next
generation of decision support systems
for tunneling projects and is setting new
standards for productivity and sustainability.
Experience the digitalized tunnel!
The future of tunneling
www.mobilaris.se/mce

THE CUTTING EDGE OF

Tunneling productivity
and sustainability

We believe that Insight™ is key
A decision support revolution for heavy
industry underground

Used in mines all over the
world

There is a saying that knowledge is power. But to us,
knowledge is merely numbers on a piece of paper, unless
we do something and act on what we see. Mobilaris
knows that more effective and safer tunneling projects
require new technological solutions. Solutions that
connect people, machines and tasks to each other,
without jeopardizing the integrity of every worker.

Today, Mobilaris’ revolutionizing decision
support system helps mines across the globe
become more efficient and safer.

Mobilaris Tunneling Intelligence™ (MTI) is developed for
tunneling projects only, but its underlying functionality
is based on Mobilaris Mining Intelligence™ - a decision
support system used in mines throughout the world. MTI
includes state-of-the-art technology within real-time
positioning, sensor data, dispatch, analytics and much
more.
Our solution enables an unprecedented opportunity for
tunneling personnel to make the right decisions faster
than ever under normal operations, as well as during
emergency situations. Just by using a web browser, any
personnel with the appropriate access rights can use the
very intuitive real-time 3D visualization of the tunnel.

Totally technology
and vendor agnostic
During a tunneling project, the digital infrastructure
can be set up in several different ways. What works best
in one tunnel may not be the best choice in another.
Beyond that, certain technology may already be
installed and in use. Examples of supported technologies
are RFID/Leaky Feeder, WiFi, UWB, LTE, Hybrid
Positioning and more.
In most tunneling projects you will find a mixed fleet of
machinery from many different vendors and of varying
generations. Because of this, Mobilaris Tunneling
Intelligence™ is totally technology-agnostic. It is a bestfit-for-purpose, homogeneous and cost-efficient solution
for tracking assets in the tunnel, integrating planning
data, machine production and maintenance data, and
integrating sensor data into one decision support system
that will help you increase the production efficiency and
safety of your tunneling project.
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With Mobilaris Tunneling Intelligence™ we
are targeting a new market, applying an
already proven technology to tunneling
projects.
Be a part of the next generation of tunneling,
and know what is happening step-by-step,
every time, everywhere.
Welcome to Mobilaris Mining & Civil
Engineering.

Mobilaris Tunneling Intelligence™ addresses both Productivity and
Sustainability initiatives. Here are some benefits:

Tunneling Productivity

Tunneling Sustainability

Project Status Visualization

Safety

Give your workforce real-time awareness
of the project progress and positioning of
vehicles and equipment.

Improve decision making by integrating
the system with entrances, fire alarms,
communications and rescue chambers.

Short Interval Control

Workforce health

Improve efficiency by going from just
monitoring a work order to becoming
operational, and reschedule shifts.

Take control over the ventilation with
geofencing and machines and give your
workforce better air quality and work
environment.

Improvements by Analytics
Enables you to continuously monitor
the face utilization outcome and track
productivity.

Environment
Use real-time updates and alarms from
sensors to keep track of your CO2 foot-print
and water consumption.

Quality
Improve accuracy of quality reporting
and reduce administration costs with
standardized formats, avoiding human
mistakes.

Mobilaris Mining & Civil Engineering
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TUNNELING PRODUCTIVITY

Project Status Visualization
Information for everyone
Are we still on schedule? What improvements could
be made? Mobilaris Tunneling Intelligence™ gives
your workforce real-time awareness of how the
project is doing and where machines, equipment
and vehicle are located.

Real-time Situational Awareness
Tunneling projects can be challenging, with many
logistical questions being raised. Scanned and
“dead” 2D maps of a tunnel can never give you
the full complex picture. Add time wasted when
searching for machines and traffic congestions in
narrow tunnels and the face utilization decreases.
At the forefront of Tunneling Industry innovation,
Mobilaris Tunneling Intelligence™ represents a
better and more efficient way to increase your
production and stay ahead of the competition.
Mobilaris Tunneling Intelligence™ provides a 3D
realtime information model that presents not only
the position of machines, vehicles or personnel, but
also information from many other sources, such as
shift planning data, machine and production data
and other sensor data.

Positioning on your terms
In order to track any machines, vehicles and
personnel in real time, you can use tags from any
vendor, including our own, and use a multitude
of different technologies. Wifi, LTE, RFID, UWB or
others. It all depends on what kind of positioning
accuracy you aim for and what infrastructure that
is already available for re-use. All data is stored in
a massive database enabling KPI tracking, reports
and more advanced analytic capabilities for finding
anomalies, patterns and similarities.
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Real-time situational
awareness

Mining & Civil Engineering
PROVEN IN MINES ALL OVER THE Mobilaris
WORLD
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TUNNELING PRODUCTIVITY

Short Interval Control
Close the loop between planning
and reality
We integrate planning data from a separate
planning system, or MTI Scheduler, then integrate it
with machine data from mixed fleet into Mobilaris
Tunneling Intelligence™. Therefore, we know the
plan, we know where the resources are and what
they are doing in real time. This optimizes both
planning and re-planning due to real-time changes.
Customer value can be created by closing the loop
between planning and reality – going from just
monitoring to becoming real-time operational.
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Using the Mobilaris Operator Client™, machine
operators get their planned activities directly as
they are created or updated. When the operator
starts, pauses or marks an activity as finished,
the actuals are sent directly back to the planning
system. Hence, management personnel are not
overloaded by manual work; instead, they can solve
or manage real problems quick and conveniently.

Optimized Machine Utilization
Integration with machine data from mixed fleets
and visualization of their health and operational
status enables improved machine utilization. By
looking at how machines are operated compared to
the plan, important production-related KPIs can be
obtained to improve operations. By analyzing how
the machines are operated in different areas of the
tunnel, better planning templates can be obtained.

Mobilaris Mining & Civil Engineering
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TUNNELING PRODUCTIVITY

Improvement by Analytics
TUNNEL PROJECT: STOCKHOLM BYPASS

NAME: A1234

Face Utilization

Heading Status
Services

Shotcrete

Drill

Power
Charge

22%

Water

Blast

Ventilation

Inspect

Network

OPERATION: ACTIVE

Analysis and Projection

Current

Planning outcome accuracy

Drilling

72%
Largest planning deviation

Next

Ventilation
extension

Shortcrete
Current cycle Face Utilization projection

20%

Scale
Load

Suggested Face Utilization objective

26%

Heading Production
Face
Utilization

Heading Comparison

Meter
Objective

Objective

Prediction

Shift

Prediction

Heading

Face
Utilization

Rock
Quality (%)

A1234

22

50

30

B2345

23

75

40

C3456

18

90

60

D4567

10

30

20

Meter /week

Date

Disclaimer: For illustration purposes only. Project data is not accurate.

Make data count
Without productivity analytics, improvements are
made in the blind. What you can measure, you can
stabilize; what you can stabilize, you can improve.
The core of any decision support system is data.
How to get it, how to process it and how to use it
back into the process at hand. Mobilaris Tunneling
Intelligence™ is designed to use data in all parts
of the application. Every piece of data that passes
through our system is analyzed and put into a
context relevant for the tunnel. We visualize the
result on different levels in both KPI measures and
reports.
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• Location statistics and analysis
• Statistics on machine utilization
• Delay Code statistics
• Benchmarking of evacuation drills
• Time Usage Model
• Scheduling efficiency
• Face utilization
Our face utilization model enables you to
continuously monitor the outcome and track
productivity in the most meaningful measure of all:
how much of your production capability is being used
in the tunnel.
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Time Usage Model
A tunneling project is not a one-way street. There
are many steps in the tunneling cycle, but only so
much time.
What if we could make up for lost time by knowing
the exact cause of it? Mobilaris Tunneling
Intelligence™ covers all vehicles and activities in the
tunneling cycle, letting you know what is happening
in every sequence of the work order in progress.
Our Time Usage Model calculates mobilization
and demobilization time and activity time for all
activities monitored. Together with delay code
statistics, this will give you the facts to base your
decisions on for process improvements.

“What if we could
make up for lost time
by knowing the exact
cause of it?”

Mobilaris Mining & Civil Engineering
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TUNNELING SUSTAINABILITY

Safety
Make the right decisions
Teams, lone-workers and subcontractors can all
be located inside a tunneling project, working
against the clock in a possible dangerous
environment. Knowing your tunneling project is
vital for making the right adjustments for every
workers safety. Mobilaris Tunneling Intelligence™
improves decision-making with real-time situational
awareness and is easily integrated with fire alarms
and communication systems for full control.

• Entrance control
• Evacuation Support
• Geofencing in dangerous areas
• System integration – fire alarms, communications,
ventilation, rescue chambers etc.

CREATE AWARENESS OF THE SITUATION

Taking underground safety
to a whole new level
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Evacuation Support
In case of a stressful situation, like a fire or a
collapse that requires the tunnel to be evacuated,
time is of essence. Rescue personnel and
evacuation leaders must have the best tools
available for the fastest-possible evacuation
according to the defined procedures.
With Mobilaris Tunneling Intelligence™, the time
for rescue personnel to engage in an operation
is dramatically shortened compared to a nondigital solution. The system is based on its twin,
Mobilaris Mining Intelligence™, with which the
Swedish emergency services have measured a
25% reduction in response time. The Evacuation
support application is a toolbox that the rescue
leader will use to direct the evacuation according to
the defined procedures until everyone is safe. The
application consists of features such as:
• Submitting evacuation messages to mine
phones (if existing) and keeping real-time control
over who has received the messages, who has
acknowledged them and who has not received
them.

• Decision support that highlights the individuals
that need attention first (e.g., people who are
unaware of the present danger, are injured or
trapped).
• Guide rescue personnel in the tunnel to the people
in need and assist them remotely in real time.
• Real-time monitoring of all the refuge chambers
and keeping track of who is where. In real time,
counters show the filling ratio of the refuge
chambers and the total number of people who are
safe or in danger.
• Control and status of all messages that have been
submitted.
• Keep track of all dangerous areas and list people
in real time that are nearest to the danger.
• Manage the evacuation according to the defined
procedures, storing the time in the evacuation log
whenever a certain process step is accomplished
for post-analysis in the History Viewer.

Mobilaris Mining & Civil Engineering
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TUNNELING SUSTAINABILITY

Workforce Health
People come first

Ventilation on Demand

Let’s be fair. A tunneling project creates a
challenging environment for every worker, with
both exhaust, dust and limited air quality. Why put
your workers health at risk? Good work force health
makes for better teams and increased productivity.
Mobilaris Tunneling Intelligence™ gives you control
over the ventilation with geofencing and machines,
optimizing your energy consumption.

Automation can mean better health. A good
example is Ventilation on Demand. By combining
geofences and control systems for ventilation, an
efficient Ventilation on Demand solution can be
made. Monitor air quality and optimize your energy
consumption.

• Air quality monitoring
• Air quality assurance by Ventilation on Demand
• Ventilation system monitoring
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TUNNELING SUSTAINABILITY

Environment
Track your impact
A part of the future of tunneling is to execute every
work order with a minimal environmental footprint.
Mobilaris Tunneling Intelligence™ uses real-time
updates and alarms from sensors, letting you act
immediately, minimizing impact and costs for
cleaning.
• Sensor monitoring
• CO2 footprint logging
• Monitoring of water consumption and water waste
• Energy optimization by Ventilation on Demand

Mobilaris Mining & Civil Engineering
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TUNNELING SUSTAINABILITY

Quality
Accuracy at every step
Maintaining good quality of work is key to finishing
on time. To do so, you need to know what is going
well and where improvements must be made.
With standardized formats Mobilaris Tunneling
Intelligence™ improves accuracy of quality
reporting, reduces administration costs and
prevents human error.
• Checklist logging
• Logging of rock reinforcement installation
• Rock movement sensor monitoring

Mobilaris Mining & Civil Engineering
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THE WORLD OF MOBILARIS

Swedish quality with global presence

HEAD OFFICE

SALES AND SUPPORT OFFICES

The future of tunneling
mobilaris.se/mining-civil-engineering/tunneling

